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ABSTRACT
Distributed key-value stores are now a standard component
of high-performance web services and cloud computing applications. While key-value stores offer significant performance and scalability advantages compared to traditional
databases, they achieve these properties through a restricted
API that limits object retrieval—an object can only be retrieved by the (primary and only) key under which it was
inserted. This paper presents HyperDex, a novel distributed
key-value store that provides a unique search primitive that
enables queries on secondary attributes. The key insight
behind HyperDex is the concept of hyperspace hashing in
which objects with multiple attributes are mapped into a
multidimensional hyperspace. This mapping leads to efficient implementations not only for retrieval by primary key,
but also for partially-specified secondary attribute searches
and range queries. A novel chaining protocol enables the
system to achieve strong consistency, maintain availability
and guarantee fault tolerance. An evaluation of the full system shows that HyperDex is 12-13× faster than Cassandra
and MongoDB for finding partially specified objects. Additionally, HyperDex achieves 2-4× higher throughput for
get/put operations.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.7 [Operating Systems]: Organization and Design
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Modern distributed applications are reshaping the landscape of storage systems. Recently emerging distributed
key-value stores such as BigTable [11], Cassandra [32] and
Dynamo [19] form the backbone of large commercial applications because they offer scalability and availability properties that traditional database systems simply cannot provide. Yet these properties come at a substantial cost: the
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data retrieval API is narrow and restrictive, permitting an
object to be retrieved using only the key under which it
was stored, and the consistency guarantees are often quite
weak. Queries based on secondary attributes are either not
supported, utilize costly secondary indexing schemes or enumerate all objects of a given type.
This paper introduces HyperDex, a high-performance, scalable, consistent and distributed key-value store that provides
a new search primitive for retrieving objects by secondary
attributes. HyperDex achieves this extended functionality
by organizing its data using a novel technique called hyperspace hashing. Similar to other hashing techniques [23, 29,
36,47], hyperspace hashing deterministically maps objects to
servers to enable efficient object insertion and retrieval. But
it differs from these techniques because it takes into account
the secondary attributes of an object when determining the
mapping for an object. Specifically, it maps objects to coordinates in a multi-dimensional Euclidean space – a hyperspace – which has axes defined by the objects’ attributes.
Each server in the system is mapped onto a region of the
same hyperspace, and owns the objects that fall within its
region. Clients use this mapping to deterministically insert,
remove, and search for objects.
Hyperspace hashing facilitates efficient search by significantly reducing the number of servers to contact for each
partially-specified search. The construction of the hyperspace mapping guarantees that objects with matching attribute values will reside on the same server. Through geometric reasoning, clients can restrict the search space for a
partially-specified query to a subset of servers in the system,
thereby improving search efficiency. Specificity in searches
works to the clients’ advantage: a fully-specified search contacts exactly one server.
A naive hyperspace construction, however, may suffer from
a well-known problem with multi-attribute data known as
“curse of dimensionality [6].” With each additional secondary
attribute, the hyperspace increases in volume exponentially.
If constructed in this fashion, each server would be responsible for a large volume of the resulting hyperspace, which
would in turn force search operations to contact a large number of servers, counteracting the benefits of hyperspace hashing. HyperDex addresses this problem by partitioning the
data into smaller, limited size subspaces of fewer dimensions.
Failures are inevitable in all large-scale deployments. The
standard approaches for providing fault tolerance store objects on a fixed set of replicas determined by a primary
key. These techniques, whether they employ a consensus
algorithm among the replicas and provide strong consis-

tency [18, 46], or spray the updates to the replicas and only
achieve eventual consistency [19, 32, 45, 49], assume that the
replica sets remain fixed even as the objects are updated.
Such techniques are not immediately suitable in our setting
because, in hyperspace hashing, object attributes determine
the set of servers on which an object resides, and consequently, each update may implicitly alter the replica set.
Providing strong consistency guarantees with low overhead
is difficult, and more so when replica sets change dynamically and frequently. HyperDex utilizes a novel replication
protocol called value-dependent chaining to simultaneously
achieve fault tolerance, high performance and strong consistency. Value-dependent chaining replicates an object to
withstand f faults (which may span server crashes and network partitions) and ensures linearizability, even as replica
sets are updated. Thus, HyperDex’s replication protocol
guarantees that all get operations will immediately see the
result of the last completed put operation – a stronger consistency guarantee than those offered by the current generation of NoSQL data stores.
Overall, this paper describes the architecture of a new keyvalue store whose API is one step closer to that of traditional
RDBMSs while offering strong consistency guarantees, faulttolerance for failures affecting a threshold of servers and
high performance, and makes three contributions. First,
it describes a new hashing technique for mapping structured data to servers. This hashing technique enables efficient retrieval of multiple objects even when the search
query specifies both equality and range predicates. Second,
it describes a fault-tolerant, strongly-consistent replication
scheme that accommodates object relocation. Finally, it reports from a full implementation of the system and deployment in a data center setting consisting of 64 servers, and
demonstrates that HyperDex provides performance that is
comparable to or better than Cassandra and MongoDB, two
current state-of-the-art cloud storage systems, as measured
using the industry-standard YCSB [15] benchmark. More
specifically, HyperDex achieves 12-13× higher throughput
for search workloads than the other systems, and consistently achieves 2-4× higher throughput for traditional keyvalue workloads.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section
2 describes hyperspace hashing. Section 3 specifies how to
deal with spaces of high dimensionality through data partitioning. Section 4 specifies the value-dependent replication
protocol used in HyperDex. Section 5 outlines our full implementation of HyperDex. Section 6 evaluates HyperDex
under a variety of workloads. Section 7 discusses related
work for hyperspace hashing and HyperDex. We discuss
how our system relates to the CAP Theorem in Section 8
and conclude with a summary of our contributions.

2.

APPROACH

In this section, we describe the data model used in HyperDex, outline hyperspace hashing, and sketch the high-level
organization and operation of the system.

2.1

Data Model and API

HyperDex stores objects that consist of a key and zero or
more secondary attributes. As in a relational database, HyperDex objects match an application-provided schema that
defines the typed attributes of the object and are persisted in

tables. This organization permits straightforward migration
from existing key-value stores and database systems.
HyperDex provides a rich API that supports a variety of
datastructures and a wide range of operations. The system
natively supports primitive types, such as strings, integers
and floats, as well as composite types, such as lists, sets
or maps constructed from primitive types. The dozens of operations that HyperDex provides on these datatypes fall into
three categories. First, basic operations, consisting of get,
put, and delete, enable a user to retrieve, update, and destroy an object identified by its key. Second, the search operation enables a user to specify zero or more ranges for secondary attributes and retrieve the objects whose attributes
fall within the specified, potentially singleton, ranges. Finally, a large set of atomic operations, such as cas and
atomic-inc, enable applications to safely perform concurrent updates on objects identified by their keys. Since composite types and atomic operations are beyond the scope of
this paper, we focus our discussion on the get, put, delete,
and search operations that form the core of HyperDex.

2.2

Hyperspace Hashing

HyperDex represents each table as an independent multidimensional space, where the dimensional axes correspond
directly to the attributes of the table. HyperDex assigns every object a corresponding coordinate based on the object’s
attribute values. An object is mapped to a deterministic
coordinate in space by hashing each of its attribute values
to a location along the corresponding axis.
Consider, for the following discussion, a table containing
user information that has the attributes first-name, lastname, and telephone-number. For this schema, HyperDex would create a three dimensional space where the firstname attribute comprises the x-axis, the last-name attribute
comprises the y-axis, and the telephone-number attribute
comprises the z-axis. Figure 1 illustrates this mapping.
Hyperspace hashing determines the object to server mapping by tessellating the hyperspace into a grid of non-overlapping regions. Each server is assigned, and is responsible
for, a specific region. Objects whose coordinates fall within
a region are stored on the corresponding server. Thus, the
hyperspace tessalation serves like a multi-dimensional hash
bucket, mapping each object to a unique server.
The tessalation of the hyperspace into regions (called the
hyperspace mapping), as well as the assignment of the regions to servers, is performed by a fault-tolerant coordinator.
The primary function of the coordinator is to maintain the
hyperspace mapping and to disseminate it to both servers
and clients. The hyperspace mapping is initially created by
dividing the hyperspace into hyperrectangular regions and
assigning each region to a virtual server. The coordinator
is then responsible for maintaining this mapping as servers
fail and new servers are introduced into the system.
The geometric properties of the hyperspace make object
insertion and deletion simple. To insert an object, a client
computes the coordinate for the object by hashing each of
the object’s attributes, uses the hyperspace mapping to determine the region in which the object lies, and contacts
that server to store the object. The hyperspace mapping
obviates the need for server-to-server routing.

2.3

Search Queries

The hyperspace mapping described in the preceding sections facilitates a geometric approach to resolving search
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Figure 1: Simple hyperspace hashing in three dimensions. Each plane represents a query on a single attribute. The plane orthogonal to the axis for
“Last Name” passes through all points for last_name
= ‘Smith’, while the other plane passes through all
points for first_name = ‘John’. Together they represent a line formed by the intersection of the two
search conditions; that is, all phone numbers for
people named “John Smith”. The two cubes show
regions of the space assigned to two different servers.
The query for “John Smith” needs to contact only
these servers.
operations. In HyperDex, a search specifies a set of attributes and the values that they must match (or, in the case
of numeric values, a range they must fall between). HyperDex returns objects which match the search. Each search
operation uniquely maps to a hyperplane in the hyperspace
mapping. A search with one attribute specified maps to
a hyperplane that intersects that attribute’s axis in exactly
one location and intersects all other axes at every point. Alternatively, a search that specifies all attributes maps to
exactly one point in hyperspace. The hyperspace mapping
ensures that each additional search term potentially reduces
the number of servers to contact and guarantees that additional search terms will not increase search complexity.
Clients maintain a copy of the hyperspace mapping, and
use it to deterministically execute search operations. A
client first maps the search into the hyperspace using the
mapping. It then determines which servers’ regions intersect
the resulting hyperplane, and issues the search request to
only those servers. The client may then collect matching
results from the servers. Because the hyperspace mapping
maps objects and servers into the same hyperspace, it is
never necessary to contact any server whose region does not
intersect the search hyperplane.
Range queries correspond to extruded hyperplanes. When
an attribute of a search specifies a range of values, the corresponding hyperplane will intersect the attribute’s axis at
every point that falls between the lower and upper bounds of
the range. Note that for such a scheme to work, objects’ relative orders for the attribute must be preserved when mapped
onto the hyperspace axis.
Figure 1 illustrates a query for first_name = ‘John’ and
last_name = ‘Smith’. The query for first_name = ‘John’

Figure 2: HyperDex partitions a high-dimensional
hyperspace into multiple low-dimension subspaces.
corresponds to a two-dimensional plane which intercepts the
first_name axis at the hash of ‘John’. Similarly, the query
for last_name = ‘Smith’ creates another plane which intersects the last_name axis. The intersection of the two planes
is the line along which all phone numbers for John Smith reside. Since a search for John Smith in a particular area code
defines a line segment, a HyperDex search needs to contact
only those nodes whose regions intersect that segment.

3.

DATA PARTITIONING

HyperDex’s Euclidean space construction significantly reduces the set of servers that must be contacted to find matching objects.
However, the drawback of coupling the dimensionality of
hyperspace with the number of searchable attributes is that,
for tables with many searchable attributes, the hyperspace
can be very large since its volume grows exponentially with
the number of dimensions. Covering large spaces with a grid
of servers may not be feasible even for large data-center deployments. For example, a table with 9 secondary attributes
may require 29 regions or more to support efficient searches.
In general, a D dimensional hyperspace will need O(2D )
servers.
HyperDex avoids the problems associated with high-dimensionality by partitioning tables with many attributes
into multiple lower-dimensional hyperspaces called subspaces.
Each of these subspaces uses a subset of object attributes as
the dimensional axes for an independent hyperspace. Figure 2 shows how HyperDex can partition a table with D
attributes into multiple independent subspaces. When performing a search on a table, clients select the subspace that
contacts the fewest servers, and will issue the search to
servers in exactly one subspace.
Data partitioning increases the efficiency of a search by
reducing the dimensionality of the underlying hyperspace.
In a 9-dimensional hyperspace, a search over 3 attributes
would need to contact 64 regions of the hyperspace (and
thus, 64 servers). If, instead, the same table were partitioned into 3 subspaces of 3 attributes each, the search will
never contact more than 8 servers in the worst case, and
exactly one server in the best case. By partitioning the table, HyperDex reduces the worst case behavior, decreases
the number of servers necessary to maintain a table, and
increases the likelihood that a search is run on exactly one
server.
Data partitioning forces a trade-off between search generality and efficiency. On the one hand, a single hyperspace
can accommodate arbitrary searches over its associated attributes. On the other hand, a hyperspace which is too large

will always require that partially-specified queries contact
many servers. Since applications often exhibit search locality, HyperDex applications can tune search efficiency by creating corresponding subspaces. As the number of subspaces
grows, so, too, do the costs associated with maintaining data
consistency across subspaces. Section 4 details how HyperDex efficiently maintains consistency across subspaces while
maintaining a predictably low overhead.

For clarity, we first describe value-dependent chaining without concern for fault tolerance. Under this scheme, a single
failure leaves portions of the hyperspace unavailable for updates and searches. We then describe how value-dependent
chaining can be extended such that the system can tolerate
up to f failures in any one region.

3.1

Because hyperspace hashing determines the location of
an object by its contents, and subspace partitioning creates
many object replicas, objects will be mapped to multiple
servers and these servers will change as the objects are updated. Change in an object’s location would cause problems
if implemented naively. For example, if object updates were
to be implemented by simply sending the object to all affected servers, there would be no guarantees associated with
subsequent operations on that object. Such a scheme would
at best provide eventual consistency because servers may
receive updates out-of-order, with no sensible means of resolving concurrent updates.
HyperDex orders updates by arranging an object’s replicas into a value-dependent chain whose members are deterministically chosen based upon an object’s hyperspace coordinate. The head of the chain is called the point leader, and
is determined by hashing the object in the key subspace.
Subsequent servers in the chain are determined by hashing
attribute values for each of the remaining subspaces.
This construction of value-dependent chains enables efficient, deterministic propagation of updates. The point
leader for an object is in a position to dictate the total order
on all updates to that object. Each update flows from the
point leader through the chain, and remains pending until an acknowledgement of that update is received from the
next server in the chain. When an update reaches the tail,
the tail sends an acknowledgement back through the chain
in reverse so that all other servers may commit the pending
update and clean up transient state. When the acknowledgement reaches the point leader, the client is notified that
the operation is complete. In Figure 3, the update u1 illustrates an object insertion which passes through h1 , h2 , h3 ,
where h1 is the point leader.
Updates to preexisting objects are more complicated because a change in an attribute value might require relocating
an object to a different region of the hyperspace. Valuedependent chains address this by incorporating the servers
assigned to regions for both the old and new versions of
the object. Chains are constructed such that servers are ordered by subspace and the servers corresponding to the old
version of the object immediately precede the servers corresponding to the new version. This guarantees that there is
no instant during an update where the object may disappear
from the data store. For example, in Figure 3, the update
u2 modifies the object in a way that changes its mapping
in Subspace 0 such that the object no longer maps to h2
and instead maps to h5 . The value-dependent chain for update u2 is h1 , h2 , h5 , h3 . The update will result in the object
being stored at h5 , and subsequently removed from h2 , as
acknowledgments propagate in reverse.
Successive updates to an object will construct chains which
overlap in each subspace. Consequently, concurrent updates
may arrive out of order at each of these points of overlap.
For example, consider the update u3 in Figure 3. The valuedependent chain for this update is h1 , h5 , h3 . Notice that it

Key Subspace

The basic hyperspace mapping, as described so far, does
not distinguish the key of an object from its secondary attributes. This leads to two significant problems when implementing a practical key-value store. First, key lookups
would be equivalent to single attribute searches. Although
HyperDex provides efficient search, a single attribute search
in a multi-dimensional space would likely involve contacting
more than one server. In this hypothetical scenario, key operations would be strictly more costly than key operations
in traditional key-value stores.
HyperDex provides efficient key-based operations by creating a one-dimensional subspace dedicated to the key. This
subspace, called the key subspace, ensures that each object
will map to exactly one region in the resulting hyperspace.
Further, this region will not change as the object changes
because keys are immutable. To maintain the uniqueness
invariant, put operations are applied to the key subspace
before the remaining subspaces.

3.2

Object Distribution Over Subspaces

Subspace partitioning exposes a design choice in how objects are distributed and stored on servers. One possible
design choice is to keep data in normalized form, where
every subspace retains, for each object, only those object
attributes that serve as the subspace’s dimensional axes.
While this approach would minimize storage requirements
per server, as attributes are not duplicated across subspaces,
it would lead to more expensive search and object retrieval
operations since reconstituting the object requires cross-server cooperation. In contrast, an alternative design choice is
to store a full copy of each object in each subspace, which
leads to faster search and retrieval operations at the expense
of additional storage requirements per server.
Hyperspace hashing supports both of these object distribution techniques. The HyperDex implementation, however, relies upon the latter approach to implement the replication scheme described in Section 4.

3.3

Heterogeneous Objects

In a real deployment, the key-value store will likely be
used to hold disparate objects with different schema. HyperDex supports this through the table abstraction. Each table
has a separate set of attributes which make up the objects
within, and these attributes are partitioned into subspaces
independent of all other tables. As a result, HyperDex manages multiple independent hyperspaces.

4.

CONSISTENCY AND REPLICATION

Because hyperspace hashing maps each object to multiple
servers, maintaining a consistent view of objects poses a
challenge. HyperDex employs a novel technique called valuedependent chaining to provide strong consistency and fault
tolerance in the presence of concurrent updates.

4.1

Value Dependent Chaining
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Figure 3: HyperDex’s replication protocol propagates along value-dependent chains. Each update
has a value-dependent chain that is determined
solely by objects’ current and previous values and
the hyperspace mapping.
is possible for u3 to arrive at h5 before u2 . If handled improperly, such races could lead to inconsistent, out-of-order
updates. Value-dependent chains efficiently handle this case
by dictating that the point leader embed, in each update,
dependency information which specifies the order in which
updates are applied. Specifically, the point leader embeds
a version number for the update, and the version number,
hash and type of the previous update. For instance, u3 will
have a version number of 3 and depend upon update u2 with
version number 2 and type put. Servers which receive u3 before u2 will know to delay processing of u3 until u2 is also
processed.
By design, HyperDex supports destructive operations that
remove all state pertaining to deleted objects. Examples of
destructive operations include delete and the cleanup associated with object relocation. Such operations must be
carefully managed to ensure that subsequent operations get
applied correctly. For instance, consider a del followed by a
put. Since we would like a del to remove all state, the put
must be applied on servers with no state. Yet, if another
del/put pair were processed concurrently, servers which had
processed either del would not be able to properly order
the put operations. Value-dependent chains ensure that
concurrently issued destructive operations are correctly ordered on all servers. Each server independently delays operations which depend upon a destructive operation until
the destructive operation, and all that came before it, are
acknowledged. This ensures that at most one destructive
operation may be in-flight at any one time and guarantees
that they will be ordered correctly. The delay for each message is bounded by the length of chains, and the number of
concurrent operations.

4.2

Fault Tolerance

To guard against server failures, HyperDex provides additional replication within each region. The replicas acquire
and maintain their state by being incorporated into valuedependent chains. In particular, each region has f + 1 replicas which appear as a block in the value-dependent chain.
For example, we can extend the layout of Figure 3 to tolerate one failure by introducing additional hosts h01 through

h06 . As with regular chain replication [57], new replicas are
introduced at the tail of the region’s chain, and servers are
bumped forward in the chain as other servers fail. For example, the first update in Figure 3 has the value-dependent
chain h1 , h01 , h2 , h02 , h3 , h03 . If h2 were to fail, the resulting
chain would be h1 , h01 , h02 , h002 , h3 , h03 . This transition will be
performed without compromising strong consistency.
Point leader failures do not allow clients to observe an inconsistency. For instance, if h1 , the point leader, were to fail
in our previous example, h01 will take over the role of point
leader. When a client detects a point leader failure, it will
notify the application and preserve at-most-once semantics.
Further, because all client acknowledgments are generated
by the point leader, the client will only see a response after
an object is fully fault-tolerant.
In our implementation, HyperDex uses TCP to transmit
data which ensures that messages need only be retransmitted when servers fail and are removed from the valuedependent chain. In response to failures, HyperDex servers
retransmit messages along the chains to make progress. Upon
chain reconfiguration, servers will no longer accept messages
from failed servers, ensuring that all future messages traverse
the new, valid chain.

4.3

Server and Configuration Management

HyperDex utilizes a logically centralized coordinator to
manage system-wide global state. The coordinator encapsulates the global state in the form of a configuration which
consists of the hyperspace mapping between servers and regions and information about server failures. The coordinator
assigns to each configuration an epoch identifier, a strictly
increasing number that identifies the configuration. The coordinator distributes configurations to servers in order by
epoch, and updates the configuration as necessary. HyperDex’s coordinator holds no state pertaining to the objects
themselves; only the mapping and servers.
HyperDex ensures that no server processes late-arriving
messages from failed or out-of-date servers. Each HyperDex
server process (an instance) is uniquely identified by its IP
address, port and instance id. Instance ids are assigned by
the coordinator and are globally unique, such that servers
can distinguish between two instances (e.g. a failed process
and a new one) that reuse the same IP and port number.
HyperDex embeds into messages the instance ids, the regions
of the hyperspace and indices into the chain for both the
sender and recipient. A recipient acting upon a message
can validate the sender and recipient against its most recent
configuration. If the message contains a stale mapping, it
will not be acted upon. If, instead, the mapping is valid, the
host processes the message accordingly.
Each host changes its configuration in an all-or-nothing
fashion which appears instantaneous to threads handling
network communication. This is accomplished on each host
by creating state relevant to the new configuration, pausing
network traffic, swapping pointers to make the new state
visible, and unpausing network traffic. This operation completes in sub-millisecond time on each host.
The logically centralized coordinator does not impose a
bottleneck. Configurations are small in practice, and proportional to the size of the cluster and number of tables active on the cluster. Furthermore, in cases where bandwidth
from the coordinator becomes a bottleneck, the coordinator need only distribute deltas to the configuration. Clients

maintain a complete copy of the configuration in memory
and perform local computation on the hyperspace mapping.

4.4

Consistency Guarantees

Overall, the preceding protocol ensures that HyperDex
provides strong guarantees for applications. The specific
guarantees made by HyperDex are:
Key Consistency All actions which operate on a specific
key (e.g., get and put) are linearizable [26] with all operations on all keys. This guarantees that all clients of HyperDex will observe updates in the same order.
Search Consistency HyperDex guarantees that a search
will return all objects that were committed at the time of
search. An application whose put succeeds is guaranteed to
see the object in a future search. In the presence of concurrent updates, a search may return both the committed
version, and the newly updated version of an object matching the search.
HyperDex provides the strongest form of consistency for
key operations, and a conservative and predictable consistency guarantees for search operations.

5.

IMPLEMENTATION

HyperDex is fully implemented to support all the features
described in this paper. The implementation is nearly 44,000
lines of code. The HyperDex software distribution contains
an embeddable storage layer called HyperDisk, a hyperspace
hashing library, the HyperDex server, the client library and
the HyperDex coordinator, as well as full client bindings for
C, C++, and Python, and partial bindings for Java, Node.JS
and Ruby.
This section describes key aspects of the HyperDex implementation.

5.1

HyperDex Server

High throughput and low latency access are essential for
any key-value store. The HyperDex server achieves high performance through three techniques; namely, edge-triggered,
event-driven I/O; pervasive use of lock-free datastructures
and sharded locks to maximize concurrency; and careful
attention to constant overheads. The HyperDex server is
structured around a concurrent, edge-triggered event loop
wherein multiple worker threads receive network messages
and directly process client requests. Whereas common design patterns would distinguish between I/O threads and
worker threads, HyperDex combines these two functions to
avoid internal queuing and communication delays. Because
the event-loop is edge-triggered, unnecessary interaction with
the kernel is minimized. Socket buffer management ensures
that threads never block in the kernel when sending a message and consumes a constant amount of memory per client.
HyperDex makes extensive use of lock-sharding and lockfree datastructures to reduce the probability of contention
whenever possible. Per-key datastructures are protected by
an array of locks. Although nothing prevents two threads
from contending for the same lock to protect different keys,
the ratio of locks to threads is high enough to reduce this occurrence to 1 in 106 . Global datastructures, such as lookup
tables for the per-key datastructures, are concurrent through
the use of lock-free hash tables. Our implementation ensures
that background threads may safely iterate over global state
while worker threads insert and remove pointers to per-key
state.

Finally, the use of cache-conscious, constant-time data
structures reduces the overheads associated with common
operations such as linked-list and hash-table management.

5.2

HyperDisk: On-Disk Data Storage

A key component of server performance for any key-value
store is the storage back end used to organize data on disk.
Since hyperspace hashing is agnostic to the choice of the
back end, a number of design options are available. At one
extreme, we could have used a traditional database to store
all the objects of a server in a single, large, undifferentiated
pool. While this approach would have been the simplest
from an implementation perspective, it would make HyperDex dependent on the performance of a traditional database
engine, require manual tuning of numerous parameters, and
subject the system to the vagaries of a query optimizer.
Instead, HyperDex recursively leverages the hyperspace
hashing technique to organize the data stored internally on
a server. Called HyperDisk, this approach partitions the
region associated with a server into smaller non-overlapping
sub-regions, where a sub-region represents a file on disk, and
objects are located in the file that contains their coordinate.
Each file is arranged as a log, where insertions and deletions
operate on the tail, and where a search operation linearly
scans through the whole file.
HyperDisk’s hashing scheme differs from the standard hyperspace hashing in two ways: first, HyperDisk partitions
only the region assigned to a HyperDex server; and second,
HyperDisk may alter the mapping dynamically to accommodate the number of objects stored within a region. Overall,
recursive application of hyperspace hashing enables HyperDex to take advantage of the geometric structure of the data
space at every system layer.

5.3

Distributed Coordination

In HyperDex, the hyperspace mapping is created and managed by a logically centralized coordinator. Since a physically centralized coordinator would limit scalability and pose
a single point of failure, the HyperDex coordinator is implemented as a replicated state machine. It relies on a coordination service [2, 9, 27] to replicate the coordinator on
multiple physical servers. The coordinator implementation
ensures that servers may migrate between coordinators so
that no coordinator failure leads to correlated failures in the
system. The coordinator directs all failure recovery actions.
Servers may report observed failures to the coordinator, or
the coordinator may directly observe failures through periodic failure detection pings to servers.
Overall, the replicated state machine implementation ensures that the coordinator acts as a single, coherent component with well-defined state transitions, even though it is
comprised of fault-tolerant, distributed components.

6.

EVALUATION

We deployed HyperDex on both a small and mediumsize computational cluster and evaluated the performance
of each deployment using the Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [15], an industry-standard benchmark for cloud
storage performance. Our evaluation also examines the performance of HyperDex’s basic operations, specifically, get,
put, and search, using targeted micro-benchmarks. These
micro-benchmarks isolate specific components and help expose the performance impact of design decisions. For both
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than Cassandra and 2-12 times faster than MongoDB. Workload E is a search-heavy workload,
where HyperDex outperforms other systems by
more than an order of magnitude.
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Figure 5: GET/PUT performance. Latency distribution for Workload A (50% reads, 50% updates, Zipf
distribution).
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YCSB and the micro-benchmarks, we compare HyperDex
with Cassandra [32], a popular key-value store for Web 2.0
applications, and MongoDB [37], a distributed document
database.
The performance benchmarks are executed on our small,
dedicated lab-size cluster in order to avoid confounding issues arising from sharing a virtualized platform, while the
scalability benchmarks are executed on the VICCI [42] testbed. Our dedicated cluster consists of fourteen nodes, each
of which is equipped with two Intel Xeon 2.5 GHz E5420
processors, 16 GB of RAM, and a 500 GB SATA 3.0 Gbit/s
hard disk operating at 7200 RPM. All nodes are running
64-bit Debian 6 with the Linux 2.6.32 kernel. A single gigabit Ethernet switch connects all fourteen machines. On
each of the machines, we deployed Cassandra version 0.7.3,
MongoDB version 2.0.0, and HyperDex.
For all tests, the storage systems are configured to provide sufficient replication to tolerate one node failure. Each
system was configured to use its default consistency settings. Specifically, both Cassandra and MongoDB provide
weak consistency and fault-tolerance guarantees; because acknowledgments are generated without full replication, small
numbers of failures can lead to data loss. In contrast, HyperDex utilizes value-depending chaining and, as a result,
always provides clients with strong consistency and faulttolerance, even in the presence of failures. Since MongoDB
allocates replicas in pairs, we allocate twelve machines for
the storage nodes, one machine for the clients, and, where
applicable, one node for the coordinator. HyperDex is configured with two subspaces in addition to the key subspace
to accommodate all ten attributes in the YCSB dataset.

6.1

Get/Put Performance

High get/put performance is paramount to any cloudbased storage system. YCSB provides six different workloads that exercise the storage system with a mixture of
request types and object distributions resembling real-world
applications (Table 1). In all YCSB experiments, the database is preloaded with 10,000,000 objects and each operation selects the object and operation type in accordance with
the workload specification. Figure 4 shows the throughput
achieved by each system across the YCSB workloads. Hy-
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Figure 6: GET/PUT performance. Latency distribution for Workload B (95% reads, 5% updates, Zipf
distribution). HyperDex maintains low latency for
reads and writes.
perDex provides throughput that is between a factor of two
to thirteen higher than the other systems. The largest performance gains come from improvements in search performance. Significant improvements in get/put performance
is attributable mostly to the efficient handling of get operations in HyperDex. Our implementation demonstrates
that the hyperspace construction and maintenance can be
realized efficiently.
In order to gain insight into the performance of the system,
we examine the request latency distributions of the different
systems under all read/write workloads. HyperDex’s performance is predictable: all reads complete in under 1 ms, while
a majority of writes complete in under 3 ms. Cassandra’s
latency distributions follow a similar trend for workloads B,
C, D and F and show a slightly different trend for workload
A. MongoDB, on the other hand, exhibits lower latency than
Cassandra for all operations. For all workloads, HyperDex
completes 99% of operations sooner than either Cassandra
and MongoDB. Figures 5 and 6 show the latency distributions for workloads A and B respectively.
For completeness, we present the performance of all three
systems on a write-heavy workload. Figure 7 shows the latency distribution for inserting 10,000,000 objects to set up
the YCSB tests. Consistency guarantees have a significant
effect on the put latency. MongoDB’s default behavior considers a put complete when the request has been queued in

Name
A
B
C
D
E
F

Workload
50% Read/50% Update
95% Read/5% Update
100% Read
95% Read/5% Insert
95% Scan/5% Insert
50% Read/50% Read-Modify-Write

Key Distribution
Zipf
Zipf
Zipf
Temporal
Zipf
Zipf

Sample Application
Session Store
Photo Tagging
User Profile Cache
User Status Updates
Threaded Conversations
User Database

Table 1: The six workloads specified by the Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark. These workloads model
several applications found at Yahoo! Each workload was tested using the same YCSB driver program and
system-specific Java bindings. Each object has ten attributes which total 1 kB in size.
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Figure 7: PUT performance. Latency distribution for
10,000,000 operations consisting of 100% insertions.
Each operation created a new object under a unique,
previously unused key. Although fast, HyperDex’s
minimum latency is bounded by the length of the
value-dependent chains.
a client’s send buffer, even before it has been seen by any
server. Cassandra’s default behavior considers a put complete when it is queued in the filesystem cache of just one
replica. Unlike these systems, the latency of a HyperDex
put operation includes the time taken to fully replicate the
object on f + 1 servers. Because MongoDB does not wait
for full fault tolerance, it is able to complete a majority of
operations in less than 1 ms; however, it exhibits a longtail (Figure 7) that adversely impacts average throughput.
Similarly, Cassandra completes most operations in less than
2 ms. Despite its stronger fault-tolerance guarantees, HyperDex completes 99% of its operations in less than 2 ms.

6.2

Search vs. Scan

Unlike existing key-value stores, HyperDex is architected
from the ground-up to perform search operations efficiently.
Current applications that rely on existing key-value stores
emulate search functionality by embedding additional information about other attributes in the key itself. For example, applications typically group logically related objects by
using a shared prefix in the key of each object, and then
rely upon the key-value store to locate keys with the common prefix. In Cassandra, this operation is efficient because keys are stored in sorted order, and returning all logically grouped keys is an efficient linear scan. Fittingly, the
YCSB benchmark calls this a scan operation. HyperDex’s
search functionality is a strict superset of the scan operation. Rather than using a shared prefix to support scans,
HyperDex stores, for each object, the prefix and suffix of
the key as two secondary attributes. Scans are then imple-
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Figure 8: SEARCH performance. Latency distribution
for 10,000 operations consisting of 95% range queries
and 5% inserts with keys selected from a Zipf distribution. HyperDex is able to offer significantly lower
latency for non-primary key range queries than the
other systems are able to offer for primary-key range
queries.
mented as a multi-attribute search that exactly matches a
provided prefix value and a provided range of suffix values.
Thus, all YCSB benchmarks involving a scan operation operate on secondary attributes in HyperDex, but operate on
the key for other systems.
Despite operating on secondary attributes instead of the
key, HyperDex outperforms the other systems by an order of magnitude for scan operations (Figure 8). Seventy
five percent of search operations complete in less than 2 ms,
and nearly all complete in less than 6 ms. Cassandra sorts
data according to the primary key and is therefore able to
retrieve matching items relatively quickly. Although one
could alter YCSB to use Cassandra’s secondary indexing
schemes instead of key-based operations, the result would
be strictly worse than what is reported for primary key operations. MongoDB’s sharding maintains an index; consequently, scan operations in MongoDB are relatively fast.
The search performance of HyperDex is not attributable
to our efficient implementation as search is more than an
order of magnitude faster in HyperDex, which eclipses the
2-4× performance advantage observed for get/put throughput. Hyperspace hashing in HyperDex ensures that search
results are located on a small number of servers; this enables effective pruning of the search space and allows each
search to complete by contacting exactly one host in our
experiments.
An additional benefit of HyperDex’s aggressive search pruning is the relatively low latency overhead associated with
search operations. Figure 9 shows the average latency of a
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Figure 9: The effect of an increasing scan workload
on latency. HyperDex performs significantly better
than the other systems even as the scan workload
begins to approach 50%.
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Figure 10: Latency and throughput for put operations as a function of non-key subspaces The error bars indicate standard deviation from 10 experiments. Latency increases linearly in the length of
the chain, while throughput decreases proportionally. In applications we have built with HyperDex,
all tables have three or fewer subspaces.
single scan operation as the total number of scan operations
performed increases. In this test, searches were constructed
by choosing the lower bound of the range uniformly at random from the set of possible values, as opposed to workload
E which uses a Zipf distribution to select objects. Using a
uniform distribution ensures random access, and mitigates
the effects of object caching. HyperDex consistently offers
low latency for search-heavy workloads.
A critical parameter that affects HyperDex’s search performance is the number of subspaces in a HyperDex table.
Increasing the number of subspaces leads to additional opportunities for pruning the search space for search operations, but simultaneously requires longer value-dependent
chains that result in higher put latencies. In Figure 10,
we explore the tradeoff using between zero and ten additional subspaces beyond the mandatory key subspace. Note
that adding ten additional subspaces increases the valuedependent chain to be at least 22 nodes long. As expected,
HyperDex’s put latency increases linearly with each additional subspace.
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Figure 11: HyperDex scales horizontally. As more
servers are added, aggregate throughput increases
linearly. Each point represents the average throughput of the system in steady state over 30 second
windows. The error bars show the 5th and 95th percentiles.
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Scalability

We have deployed HyperDex on the VICCI [42] testbed to
evaluate its performance in an environment representative of
the cloud. Each VICCI cluster has 70 Dell R410 PowerEdge
servers, each of which has 2 Intel Xeon X5650 CPUs, 48 GB
of RAM, three 1 TB hard drives, and two 1 Gbit ethernet
ports. Users are provided with an isolated virtual machine
for conducting experiments. Each virtual machine comes
preinstalled with Fedora 12 and runs the 2.6.32 Linux kernel.
We examined the performance of a HyperDex cluster as
the cluster increases in size. Increasing the number of servers
in the cluster provides HyperDex with additional resources
and leads to a proportional increase in throughput. In Figure 11, we explore the change in system throughput as resources are added to the cluster. As expected, HyperDex
scales linearly as resources are added to the cluster. Each
point in the graph represents the average throughput observed over a 30 second window and the error bars show
the 5th and 95th percentiles observed over any 1-second window. At its peak, HyperDex is able to average 3.2 million
operations per second.
The workload for Figure 11 is a 95% read, 5% write workload operating on 8 B keys and 64 B values. The measurements reported are taken in steady state, with clients randomly generating requests according to the workload. This
workload and measurement style reflects the workload likely
to be encountered in a web application. The reported measurements exclude the warm-up time for the system. In
all experiments, 15 seconds was sufficient to achieve steady
state. Clients operate in parallel, and are run on separate
machines from the servers in all but the largest configurations. Clients issue requests in parallel, and each client maintains an average of 1,000 outstanding requests per server.
Increasing the number of clients does not significantly impact the achievable average throughput.
This experiment shows that a medium-sized HyperDex
cluster is able to achieve high throughput for realistically
sized deployments [3]. Additional resources allow the cluster
to provide proportionally better throughput.

7.

RELATED WORK

Database system Storage systems that organize their data
in high-dimensional spaces were pioneered by the database
community more than thirty years ago [5,7,24,31,39,41,51].
These systems, collectively known as Multi-Dimensional Databases (MDB), leverage multi-dimensional data structures
to improve the performance of data warehousing and online analytical processing applications. However, unlike hyperspaces in HyperDex, the data structures in MDBs are
designed for organizing data on a single machine and are
not directly applicable to large-scale distributed storage systems. Alternatively, more recent database systems [1, 17]
have begun exploring efficient mechanisms for building and
maintaining large-scale, tree-based distributed indices. In
contrast, the mapping HyperDex constructs is not an index.
Indices must be maintained and updated on object insertion. Hyperspace hashing, on other hand, is a mapping that
does not change as objects are inserted and removed.
Peer-to-peer systems Past work in peer-to-peer systems
has explored multi-dimensional network overlays to facilitate decentralized data storage and retrieval. CAN [47] is a
distributed hash-table that, much like HyperDex, organizes
peers in a multi-dimensional space. However, CAN only provides key inserts and lookups; the purpose of CAN’s multidimensional peer configuration is to limit a CAN node’s
peer-set size to provide efficient overlay routing. HyperDex
provides search, and does not do routing in the space.
MURK [21], SkipIndex [58], and SWAM-V [30] dynamically partition the multi-dimensional space into kd-trees,
skip graphs, and Voronoi diagrams respectively to provide
multi-dimensional range lookups. Although conceptually
similar to HyperDex, providing coordination and management of nodes for these dynamic space partitioning schemes
is significantly more complex and error-prone than for HyperDex’s static space partitioning and require additional operational overhead. These systems also do not address several critical and inherent problems associated with mapping
structured data into a multi-dimensional space and providing reliable data storage. Specifically, they are not efficient
for high dimensional data due to the curse-of-dimensionality,
and they either lack data replication or provide only eventually consistent operations on replicated data. Addressing
these problems by augmenting dynamic space partitioning
schemes with subspaces and value-dependent chaining would
further increase the complexity and overhead of node coordination and management. Mercury [8] builds on top of a
Chord [55] ring, and uses consistent hashing [29] on each
attribute as secondary indexes. Although Mercury’s implementation is unavailable, Cassandra uses a similar design
and its performance illustrates how a multi-ring-based system would perform. Arpeggio [13] provides search over multiple
 attributes by enumerating and creating an index of all
k
fixed-size subsets of attributes using a Chord ring. Both
x
of these approaches insert redundant pointers into rings without concern for consistency.
Space-filling curves A common approach to providing
multi-attribute search uses space-filling curves to partition
multi-dimensional data across the storage nodes. This approach uses the space filling curve to map the multi-dimensional data into a single dimension, which then enables
the use of traditional peer-to-peer techniques for performing searches. SCRAP [21], Squid [52] and ZNet [53] are

examples of this approach with each node responsible for
data in a contiguous range of values. Similarly, MAAN [10]
performs the same mapping, but uses uniform locality preserving hashing. Space-filling curves do not scale well when
the dimensionality is high, because a single search query
may be partitioned into many one-dimensional ranges of
considerably varying size. Furthermore, unlike in HyperDex, fully-qualified searches, where values for all attributes
are specified, may involve contacting more than one node in
space-filling curve-based systems.
NoSQL Storage A new class of scalable storage systems,
collectively dubbed “NoSQL”, have recently emerged with
the defining characteristic that they depart from the traditional architecture and SQL interface of relational databases.
It is common practice for NoSQL systems to make explicit
tradeoffs with respect to desirable properties. For instance,
many NoSQL systems explicitly sacrifice consistency – even
in the common case without failures – to achieve availability under extreme failure scenarios. NoSQL systems include document databases [16, 37] that offer a schema-free
data model, in-memory cache solutions [36, 43, 48] that accelerate application performance, and graph databases [38]
which model interconnected elements and key-value stores
which offer predictable performance. Still, some systems do
not fit neatly into these categories. For example, Yahoo!’s
PNUTS [14] system supports the traditional SQL selection
and projection, functions but does not support joins.
HyperDex explores a new point in the NoSQL design space.
The rich HyperDex API provides qualitatively new functionality not offered by other NoSQL systems, HyperDex sets a
new bar for future NoSQL systems by combining strong consistency properties with fault-tolerance guarantees, a rich
API and high performance.
Key-Value Stores Modern key-value stores have roots in
work on Distributed Data Structures [23,36] and distributed
hash tables [29,47,50,55]. Most open source key-value stores
draw heavily from the ring-based architecture of Dynamo [19]
and the tablet-based architecture of BigTable [11]. For instance, Voldemort [45] and Riak [49] are heavily influenced
by Dynamo’s design. Other systems like HBase [25] and HyperTable [28] are open source implementations of BigTable.
Cassandra [32] is unique in that it is influenced by BigTable’s
API and Dynamo’s ring structure. Like HyperDex, all of
these systems are designed to run in a datacenter environment on many machines.
Recent work on key-value stores largely focuses on improving performance by exploiting underlying hardware or manipulating consistency guarantees for a performance advantage. Fawn KV [4] builds a key-value store on underpowered
hardware to improve the throughput-to-power-draw ratio.
SILT [33] eliminates read amplification to maximize read
bandwidth in a datastore backed by solid-state disk. RAMCloud [40] stores data in RAM and utilizes fast network connections to rapidly restore failed replicas. TSSL [54] utilizes
a multi-tier storage hierarchy to exploit cache-oblivious algorithms in the storage layer. Masstree [35] uses concatenated
B+ trees to service millions of queries per second. COPS [34]
provides a high-performance geo-replicated key-value store
that provides causal+ consistency. Other systems [12, 19]
trade consistency for other desirable properties, such as performance. Spanner [18] uses Paxos in the wide area to provide strong consistency. Spinnaker [46] uses Paxos to build

a strongly consistent store that performs nearly as well as
those that are only eventually consistent [19, 44, 56].
Each of these existing systems improves the performance,
availability or consistency of key value stores while retaining the same basic structure: a hash table. In HyperDex,
we take a complementary approach which expands the keyvalue interface to support, among other operations, search
over secondary attributes.

8.

DISCUSSION

Surprisingly, the open-source release of the HyperDex system [20] uncovered various misunderstandings surrounding
the CAP Theorem [22]. The popular CAP refrain (“C, A, P:
pick any two”) causes the subtleties in the definitions of C, A
and P to be lost, even on otherwise savvy developers. There
exists no conflict between claims in our paper and the CAP
Theorem. The failure model used in the CAP Theorem is
unconstrained; the system can be subject to partitions and
node failures that affect any number of servers and network
links. No system, including HyperDex, can simultaneously
offer consistency and availability guarantees using such weak
assumptions. HyperDex makes a stronger assumption that
limits failures to affect at most a threshold of servers and is
thus able to provide seemingly impossible guarantees.

9.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper described HyperDex, a second-generation NoSQL storage system that combines strong consistency guarantees with high availability in the presence of failures and
partitions affecting up to a threshold of servers. In addition,
HyperDex provides an efficient search primitive for retrieving objects through their secondary attributes. It achieves
this extended functionality through hyperspace hashing, in
which multi-attribute objects are deterministically mapped
to coordinates in a low dimension Euclidean space. This
mapping leads to efficient implementations for key-based retrieval, partially-specified searches and range-queries. HyperDex’s novel replication protocol enables the system to
provide strong consistency without sacrificing performance.
Industry-standard benchmarks show that the system is practical and efficient.
The recent trend toward NoSQL data stores has been fueled by scalability and performance concerns at the cost of
functionality. HyperDex bridges this gap by providing additional functionality without sacrificing scalability or performance.
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